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The  origin  of  PMali and  its positioA  among  the

Indo-European  laRguages.

                        K. R. Norrnan

  Pali is a  dialect ef  Middle  Indo-Aryan, i.e. one  oi the  dialects which

lie chronologically  between  Old Indo-Aryan  (==Sanskrit) and  New

Indo-Aryan  (==the modern  languages of  North  Ifidia and  Sinhalese).

The  Indo-Aryan  languages of  India belong to the  Indo-European

family of  languages, and  the  narne  Indo-Aryan  stands  for 
"the

 Indo.

European  languages of  India''.

  Where  and  how  the  Indo-European  languages came  into being

can  only  be a matter  for surmise.  The  earllest  period  ab6ut  which

we  can  come  to any  conclusions,  with  any  degre of  probability,

cencerns  the  language  family at  a  time  immediately  prior to the

historical period. It is Iikely that c. 5000 B.C. a group  of  people  speak-

ing closely  allied  dialects of  Indo-European  were  livlng sornewhere

'in
 the  area  of  southern  Russia or  northern  Anato!ia.  Since the  group

of  Indo-European  languages must  have  come  !nto exlstence  many

thousands  of  years  before that, and  since  we  can  surmise  that  from

the  very  beginnings of  that group  the  various  dialects had  begun  to

diverge  and  develop  into different languages, there  must  at  one

time  been  other,  less closely  related,  Indo-European  languages. Of

these  we  know  nothing.

  For  reasons  not  known  to us,  those  people  speaking  Indo-European

languages began  at  that time  to separate  and  move  off  in differen't
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directions. It is possible that this movement  colncided  in time  with

a  change  in life-style, whereby  they  had  begun  to settle  down  and

practise agriculture.  If this was  so, then  the  need  for new  land as

the population began  to grow  would  have  provided  the  cause  for

their movement.  It is also  possible that the move  was  provoked  by

 climatic  changes,  which  led to a  shortage  of wild  animals  if the

 peoples were  still hunters, or  to a  failure of  crops  if they  had

 already  become  farmers.

  As  they  moved  their !anguage continued  to develop and,  in the

 course  of  time, the dialects diverged so  much  from  those of  their

 old  neighbours  that they gained  the status  of  separate  languages,

 and  eventually  turned into the various  branches of  the  Indo-European

 family known  to us:  Latin, Greek, SIavonic, Germanic,  Celtic,

 Armenian,  Albanian, Iranian  and  Indo-Aryan, to mention  some  of

 those stM  extant,  and  Tocharian,  Thracian,  Phrygian  and  Hittite,
                                  (1)
 te mention  sorne  which  have  died out.

   A  group  who  were  the ancestors  of  the Iranians and  the Indo-

 Aryans  and  who,  for that  reason,  are  referred  to as  the  Indo-

 Iranians, had  reached  an  area  to the north  of  present-day Iran not

 Iater than  2eOe B.C., moving  down  from  Central Asia. They  called

 themselves  A;'ya, and  for this reason  they are  sometimes  known

 as  Aryans.  The  name  irZn is aform  of  the  name  Arya, and  has

 been applied  to the country  where  one  group  of  the Inde-Iranians
                                    (2)
 settled.  The  Indo-Iranians  split  lnto two.  One, the Iranians, rema!n-

 ed  in the region  of  the  River  Oxus. The  others,  the Indo-Aryans,

 began  to move.  Some  of  them  moved  down  into Iran and  then 
to

 the West, and  we  find traces of  their language  in the documents

 of  the Mitanni  kingdom  in North  Mesopotamia  c. 1500-1300 B.C.
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A  treaty  concluded  between  the  Mitanni and  the  Hittites c. 135G
                                                          y.

B.C. invokes by  name  c'ertain  divinities including Indara, Mitrasi!,

Nagatianna and  Uruvanaggil, who  are  clearly  identifiabte as  Indra,
                        (3)
Mitra, Nasatya  and  Varu4a. .A  treatise on  

LLhe
 training of  horses

di$covered in the  archives  of  the  capital  of  the  Hittites includes

such  technical terms  as  aika-vartanna,  which  is easily  identifiable

as  being connected  with  Sanskrit eka-vartana  ("one turn").

  0thers moved  eastwards  and  began  to  enter  India. It is probable
                                              (4)
that  the  Iranians  began  to move  south  c. 1400  B.C., and  overcame

any  Indo-Aryans who  were  still living in the  South  of  Iran, thus

cutting  off  the  two  branches of  the  Indo-Aryans  from  each  other.

The  Western  branch  were  presumably  absorbed  into the  Mitanni

and  other  Anatolian peoples, and  eventually  ceased  to exist  as

a  separate  race.  We  hear no  more  of  them.

  The  Eastern branch probably  remained  for a  while  on  the  bound-

ary  of  Afghanistan  and  India, and  moved  into India in two  or

           C5)
more  waves,  possib!y  spread  over  several  generations.  When  they

rnoved  lnto India, they  met  with  the  indigenous inhabitants of

North  India, and  in particular the  lnhabitants of  the Indus Valley.

Frorn  the  number  of  Dravidian loanwords  in the  Indo-Aryan  lan-
      (6)
guages, dating from  thc  very  earliest  Indo-Aryan  texts, it is clear

that  they-met  Dravidians at  an  early  stage  of  their move  into･

India. Whether  these Dravidians were  the inhabitants of the great
                      (7)
cities  of  the  Indus Valley, or  whether  there  were  people  speaking

a  ianguage or  languages in that  area,  which  had  completely  died.

oue  by  historic times, is a  question which  has produced  a  great,

deal of  discussion in recent  years.

  Since  we  can  assume  that  the  dialects of  the  Indo-Aryans  were,
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  continuing  to develop  all the time, it is very  likely that  each

  wave  of  Indo-Aryans  who  moved  into India spoke  a very  slightly

  different dialect. It is also  likely that, if we  are  talking about  a

                               (8)
  tirne span  of  several  generations,  their cultural  and  religious  back-

  greunds  wou}d  have  also  been  slightly  dlfferent. It seems  very

  possible that  there  would  have  been  conflict  of  some  sort  between

  the invaders and  the  indigenous inhabitants, but it is also  likely

  that  after.  that  initial conflict  the  two  races  would  have  started

  to become  assimilated,  and  there  would  have  been  an  inter-action

  between  the  language  of  the  inhabitants and  the  Indo-Aryan  lan-

  guage(s).

   It is also  probable that  when  the  later waves  of  Indo-Aryans

  moved  into India they  would  have  been  confronted  by  these  groups

  of  mixed  language and  culture  users,  who  represented  a  mixture

  of  the preceding invaders and  the indigenous populace,  and  there

 would  have  been  further -conflict.  The  result  of  this  is that  be-

  sides  the  dialects which  we  might  expect  the  various  groups of

  Indo-Aryans  to speak,  there  were  also  the  variations  which  arose

  from  the  fact that  they  had  different amounts  ef  Dravidian sub-

 strate  mixed  in with  them.  Signs of  that  Dravidian substrate  are

 already  evident  in the  oldest  Indo-Aryan  material  we  possess, i,e.

 ･the
 Rg-veda, where  we  find such  words  as  kuta 

``hammer,"

 dap4a

 
"stick",

 and  phala 
``fruit",

 for which  a Dravidian  origin  is plausibly
       (9)
 claimed.

   It seems  very  likely that the various  groups  of  invading Indo-

 Aryans  had  their own  literature, in their own  distinctive dialects,

 We  find some  trace of  this in historic times-the  Rg-veda  is in a

 slightly  different dialect from the other  Vedas  and  from  the  other

                                                    NII-Electronic  
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  forms  of  Sanskrit  whicl'L  developed  into Classical Sanskrit, e.g.  there

  is an  alternation  between  -r- and  -l-  in certain  words,  and  -.l-

  and  -Sh-  occur  in place  of  -d-  and  -4h-.  There  is a  single  example

  of  the  change  of  final -as  to -e, not' -o, which  is perhaps  a  dia-

  lect form  in the  Rg-veda,  borrowed  from  some  other  source.                  .

    There  are  also  some  signs  of  what  we  might  cali  
``Prakritisms".

  i.e. the  first indications ef  the  divergences from  the Old  Indo-

  Aryan  dialects which  were  to develop  into Middle  Indo-Aryan.  So

  we  find that  the  expected  genitive singular  ending  
"'.trs

 of  -taj"

  stems  is replaced  by --tits, as  the  vocalic  -r- sound  is replaced  by

  -tt-,  e.g.  Pitits from  Pitar-, instead e'i 
'-Pitrs.

 There  are  also  ex-

  arnples  of  the  typical Middle  Indo-Aryan  phenomenon  of  the  re-

  troflexion  of  a  dental  -l- by  a  vocalic  -r-, which  then  disappearb-,

  e.g.  vikaga  
``horrible",

 besides vikrta  
``changed,

 mutilated''.  It is

  interesting to note  that  in the  traces  of  Proto-Indoaryan found
                                                      (IO)
  in the  Hittite archives  the  word  for 

``seven''

 is g'atta, showing

  that  the Middle  Indo-Aryan  feature of  assimilation  of  .Pt->-lt-

  had  already  begun  to operate  in that  language also.  This suggests

  that  the  development  of  such  features had  already  begun  before

  the  Indo-Aryans  entered  India.

    VLJe know  from  the  evidence  ef  Iranian and  from  the  differences

  between  the Bg-veda and  later Sanskrit  that there  must  have  been

  dialects of  Old Indo-Aryan  w･hich  turned  all  .-r- and  -l- sounds

  into -l- and  others  which  turned  them  all  into -i'-, and  still  ethers

  which  mingled  the  two･ sounds  in different proportlons,  It is very

  likely that  there  was  ohe  dialect which  turned  all  -r- and  -l- sounds

  into -l-,  and  had  the  nom.  sg. of  -a  stems  in -e, and  also  turned

  al!  three sibilants  into s'. The  speakers  of  this dialect moved  to
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the east  of India, and  there is evidence  that by  historical times

the  dialect was  being used  in the  region  of  Magadha.                                                             '

  As  the  Indo-European  speakers  moved  towards  the East  of  India

they came  into contact  with  tribes speaking  languages which  be-

longed to  another  linguistic family, the  Munda  group. They  also

                              (11)
borrowed  words  from  this source,  although  not  on  the  scale  on

whlch  borrowings  from  Dravidian had  taken place. They  also

borrowed  widely,  especially  in the field of  agriculture,  from  an
             (12)
unknown  source.  Some  of  these  borrowings  are  also  found in the

Dravidian  languages, from  which  we  can  deduce  that  both  the

Indo-European  and  the  Dra.vidian peoples were  at  one  time in

contact  with  speakers  of  a  language from  yet  another  linguistig

group. If the inhabitants of  the  cities  of  the  Indus Valley civllisation

were  not  Dravidians,  then  it is possible that  they  were  this people

speaking  an  unknown  language. Clearly they  were  still  in existence

in India at  some  time  after  the  arrival  of  the Indo-European

speakers  in the  North-West  of  India, having  already  been  in

.contact,with  the  Dravidians before the  Indo-Europeans  arrived.

  It $eems  likely that  by  about  50e B.C., if we  date the  beginnings

of  Buddhism  and  Jainism then (or about  a century  later if we
                   (13)
follow the  later dates for the  beginnings of  those  religions),  the

vernacular  dialects which,  following the  terminology  of  the  Indian
                           (14)
grammarians,  we  call  Prakrlts, were  appreciably  different from  the

Sanskrit  of  the brahmanical  priestly class.  Not  only  were  there

morphol,ogical  and  phonological  differences of  the  sort  which  I

have described, but there  were  al$o  differences of  vocabulary,  and

variations  in the  way  in which  words  were  formed.

  The  differences of  vocabulary  were  not  simply  due to the adop-
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 tion of  words  for animals  or  piants  which  were  unlikely  to be

 a  part of  the brahmans'  language, but  also  included words  which

 can  be shown  to belong  to Indo-European, e.g.  the  particle cia

                          (15)
 

``indeed"
 (cf. Latin quidenz). These  serve  as  additional  evidence

 for the existence  of  dialects of  Old Indo-Aryan  besides the lan-･
                    ･(16)

 guage  of  the  Rg-veda, The  different types  of  formation  are  very               '

 eften  based upon  a  different grade  of  vowel  gradation,  e.g.  titva.ta

 
`'quick''

 <'lptrt'a, a  past  participle showing  the  weak  grade  tvr-

 of  the  root  tvar- 
E`te

 hurry", and  turita, showing  the weak  grade

 tur- of  the  same  root,  whereas  Sanskrit has only  the  form  tvayita,
                                       (17)

 whlch  shows  the  gttpaa grade  of  the root.  Since  vowel  gradation

 ls an  ancient  feature of  Indo-European, we  ¢ an  be  sure  that  sueh

 alternative  forms  are  old. It is probable  that  the  adverbs  idha

 
"here"

 (which shows  an  older  form  of  the suffix  --dha  than

 Sanskrit iha), and  sabbadhi  
``everywhere"

 (which shows  a  suf-

 fix akin  to the Greek  sufflx-Se)  also  go back  to  dialects of  Old
           (18)
 Indo-Aryan.

   The  brahmanical  religion  was  based  upon  a  very  strict  adherence

 to the  form  of  rituai  and  to the sacred  texts upon  which  the

 ritual  was  based. The  changes  which  were  taking  piace in the

 dialect of  the  brahmanical  caste,  as  the  Indo-Aryan  dialects con-

 tinued  to develop, were  beginning to cause  difficuities, for they

 led to a  situation  where  there  was.a  danger  that  rituals  were

 not  always  being carried  ouLL  correcLLIy..It  was  essential  that every

 word  used  in the  recitals  which  took  place  at  the  sacrifices  was

 pronounced  in its correct  form. Failure to do this might  mean

 that  the  $acrifice  was  vitiated,  and  the goal  sought  by the sacri-

 ficer(s) would  not  be attained.  The  brahmans  went  to great  lengths

                                                    NII-Electronic  
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to  ensure  that  the  pronunciation  should  be correct,  by  developing
                          C19)
speclal  methods  of reciting.

  The  form  of  the language, as  well  as  the pronunciation,  was

changing.  The  subjunctive  was  going  out  of  use,  and  prepositions

were  being attached  to verbal  roots,  instead of  bein'g'quite free

in their position. Variotts nominal  and  verbal  forms  were  disap-

pearing,  and  the  pattern  of  nominal  composition  developed, with

･some
 types of  compound  going  out  of  favour while  others  became

more  popular. While  these  changes  were  not  numerous  in the  speech

of  the  dominant  brahman  community,  they were  much  more  com-

rnon  among  the less well  educated  mass  of  the population.  In their

speech  the  subjunctive  mood  and  the  dual number  disappeared,

except  for one  or  two  fossilised forms, and  all  final consonants

disappeared, except  for the  nasal  anusvara.  The  changes  in pro-

nunciation  were  even  greater. All conjunct  consonant  groups  were

simplified,  either  by  assimilation  or  by  resolution  by  means  of

the insertion of  a  svarabhafeti  vowel.  Intervocalic consonants  were

weakened,  either  by  voicing  or  by elision.  The  pattern  of  develop-

ment  and  change  seems  to have  varied  from  area  to area  in North

India, and  it is possible to categorise  the  changes  which  distinguish

these  Middle  Indo-Aryan  dialects on  a  geographical basis, with

the  Western  dialects tending  to assimilate  consonant  groups  and

develop the group  -feE-- to -cch-,  while  Eastern dialects resolved
                                (20)
groups  and  developed  -ks-  to -kkh-.

  Faced  with  these  changes,  the  brahmens  set  about  protecting

their language from  corrupting  influences, and  they  began  to de-

velop  systems  of  grammar  designed to  define  the nature  of  San-

skrit,  and  thus exclude  non-Sanskritic  features. The  culmination
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of  these  grammatical  productions  was  the, grammar

wrote  c. 400 B.C. It is likely that  such  grammars

only  to describe the  form  of  language  which  was

rect,  but they were  soon  accepted  as  normative,

ferm  which  must  be  adopted  by anyone  wishin.cr

rect  Sanskrit. The  result  of  this vvas  that  the

Sanskrit was  frozen at  the  stage  it had  reached

Parplni, and  from then  on  anyone  who  wished

wrote  according  to the rules  which  the  grammarians

scribed.

  The  Buddhlst and  the  Jain texts  tell us  that

dha  and  Mahavira  the  Jina both preached  in Prakrlts.

assume  that  when  they  preached,  they  used  the

lects of  the  areas  where  they  vLTere  touring. They

extent,  attacking  the brahmanical  rellgion  in thelr

the  existence  of  dlalects which  were  quite  distinct

guage  of  the  brahmans  enabled  them  to give  teaching

fered not  only  in content,  but  also  ln the form

We  do not  know  the  precise details of  the dialect

the  5th and  4th centuries  B.C. in the Magadha  region

the  religious  leaders llved and  preached,  but we

tain features from  the  information which  we  obtain

times, especially  the  inscriptlons of  Agoka  in the

third century  B.C., and  the  writings  of  the grammarians,

information is not  necessarily  entirely  rellable,

marians  were  writing  at  a tirne sorne  centuries

vernaculars  had  ceased'to  be current,  and  they

basing their-observations upon  the  literary uses  of

   ..langga-g-e-t, 9

   of  Parpini, who

   were  intended

  considered  cor-

  prescribing the

  to produ ¢ e  cer-

form  of  Classical

  a't the time  of

to write  Sanskrit

   
'
 had  pre ±

Gotama  the  Bttd-
       (21)
        We  may

  vernacular  dia-

  vgTere, to some

   teachings, and'

   from  the  lan-

       which  dif-

 of  its language.

      pattern  of

  
'
 where  both

can  identify cer-

      from  later･

   middle  of  the

   
'
 etc.  This

since  the gram-

after  the  various

were  accordingly

  dialects in dra-
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  mas  and  other  literature.

   Even  the  inscriptional evidence  is not  entirely  .satisfactory,  since

  the  Agokan  material  consists  of a  number  of  versions  of  ASoka's

  inscriptions in various  parts of  India, which  we  assume  were  trans-

  lated into the Iocal dialects to the  best of  the administrators'

  ability. In the  case  of  the  dialects used  in the versions  of  the

  Agokan  inscriptions carved  in the North-West  of  India, we  can

  tell from the  languages  which  are  spoken  in those  areas  at

  the present  time that the  features which  we  find in the ASokan

  inscriptions there, e.g.  the restoration  of  all  three  sibilants  (S, 5,

  and  s') and  the writing  of  consonant  groups  containing  -r-, were

  genuine features of  the  area,  and  we  can  deduce  that  the  scribe

  at  Shahbazga;hi  produced  a  fairly accurate  version  of  the  local
                                                       (22)

  language. Even  so,  there  are  a  number  of  Eastern forms, which

  we  call  Magadhisms,  included there, which  probably represent  over-

  sights  on  the  part  of  the  translator, rather  than  reflecting  genuine

  features of  the  dialect. The  version  at  nearby  Mansehra  includes

                      (23)
  even  more  Magadhisms,  which  again  may  reflect  an  unsati$factory

 translation  technique.

   The  version  at  Girnar in the West  shows,  for the  most  part,

  the  expected  Western  characteristics,  e.g. the nominative  singular

  of  -a stems  in -o, and  the consonant  group  -fes- developed  to

 -cch-,  but there  are  also  a  number  of  idiosyncracies which  perhaps

  represent  the scribe's  own  preferences, rather  than  the local dia-

  lect. There  are  a  number  of  consonant  groups  containing  -r--  which

  we  should  not  have  expected  in that part of  India at  that  time,

 and  it is possible that the  scribe  was  deliberately including anach-

                                                  (24)

 ronisms  or  even  showing  his knowledge  of Sanskrit. At nearby

                                                    NII-Electronic  
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Sopara  the  fragments  which  have  been  found of  two  Rock  Edicts
                                                  (25)
seem  to show  that  the  scribe  translated  rnechanically,  turning  ev-

ery -l-  sound  into -r-. At  Erragudi  in the South, the scribe  re-

                                                              (26)
produeed  the  Eastern form  of  his exemplar  almost  witho,ut  change,

although  since  the  site  is in Dravidian-speaking territorY the  dia-

lect can  scarcely  represent  the language  of  the  indigenous people,

although  it may  wel!  reproduce  the  Ianguage  of  the administra-

tors, who  had probably  ceme  from the  North  of  India.

  Similarly the  later inscriptions at  Mathura  ln the  North  of  India

vary  in a way  which  can  scarcely  represenXL  t.he actual  dialects

spoken  in the  area,  or  even  the  dialects of  those  who  were  mak-

                                                              (27)
ing the  denations  which  are  commemorated  in the  inscriptions.

It seems  likely that the seribes  were  translating, again  to the

best of  their ability, into what  was  thought to be appropriate

at  the  tlme. At  a  time  when  it was  thought  preferable  to  write

inscriptions ln Sanskrit, the  inscribed results  probably indicate the
                                                   (23)
cornpetence  of  the  scribe  to compose  in that Ianguage.

  We  know  from  the Jain canonical  texts  that  the  Jina toured

and  preached  in Magadha,  and  it seems  likely that  some,  at  least,

of  his teaching  was  in a  dialect which  corresponded  exactly  to

the  Magadhl  dialect as  descrlbed by  the later grarnmarians, i.e. ii.'

had  nom.  sg.  in -e, all -r- and  -l- ･sounds
 appeared  as  -J-, and  all

sibilants  as  -s-. The  inscriptional material  in thls dialect is very

                                            (29)
restricted  in quantity, but  some  does exJst.  There  is no  Jain

scripture  exactly  in this dialect, but there  are  traces  of  it in
              (30)
later Jain texts, and  we  must  assume  that  this 

"old''
 or  

``genuine''

Ardha-Magadhi  was  originally  more  wide-spread.  The  older  part

of  the Jain canon,  as  we  have  it now,  is in a  dialect which
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the Jain commentators  call Ardha-Magadhi.  There  are  different

explanations  given  for this name,  some  commentators  stating

that it was  so  called  because it was  the. Ianguage  of  
"half

 of

Magadha",  but it seems  mere  likely that the name  was  given

because it had  only  some  ("half") of  the  features of the  true

        (31)
Magadhi. So it has nom.  sg. in -e; most,  but not  all, -l- sounds

become  -r-; all sibilants  become -s-.

  Since the Buddha  lived and  preached in an  area  which  Iargely

overlapped  that  of  the  Jina, it seerns  quite likely that  the  pattern

of  language of  the  Buddha's preaching followed similar  lines, and

we  can  assume  that  in the  course  of  his preaching  tours, he

varied  his language to  suit  his audience,  and  used  the dialect ap-

                                              (32)

propriate  to the  region  in which  he found himself. At  that  early

date, the  difference in the  diaIects was  probably  not  great, and

the  differences would  be  of  three  kinds: (1) the  phonetic  or  phono-

logical variety,  i.e. whether  the dialect had  -r- or  -sL; or  whether

consonant  groups  NNrere  retained,  or  assimilated,  or  reselved;  (2) the

morphological  kind, with  nom.  sg.  in -e  or  -o, and  loc. pl. in -elai or

-esu; (3) vocabulary,  with  different words  beiqg used  for identical
                                                          (33)
objects,  e.g. pots and  bowls having  different names  in･ different places.

  It can  be assumed,  therefore, that from  the  beginning the teach-

ings of  the  Buddha  and  the Jina were  not  restricted  to a single

dialect or  language. It is probable  that their hearers would  repeat

the sermons  which  they  had  heard  in their own  dialects, and  it is

also  likely that as, the  Buddha's  followers went  on  preaching tours

they  too  would  recite  the  sermons  in the  dialects of  their au--

diences. As  time  went  by there  would  also  be a  need  to change

the }anguage of  the  sermons,  as  the Ianguage  in which  they had
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been  recited  began  to become  archaic.

  As  Buddhism  became  more  established  in North  India, 2t began

to centre  around  various  viha"ras,  and  it is possibie that  each  viha-ya

began  to build up  a  collectSon  of  sermons,  whi･ch  were  probably

st{ll in different dialects, as  they  had  been  remembered  and  hand-

ed  down  from  
`Leacher

 to pupil. It is likely that a  certain  amount

of  homogeneky  of  language was  imposed  upon  such  teachings,  at

least to the  extent  of  making  them  easily  intelligible to  all the

inmates ef  a  particular z,iharmra.  The  same  sort  of  homogeneity

was  probably  imposed  upon  these  collectlons  by  the  group  recita-

tions (sdwgitis) which  the  Buddhist tradition tells us  took  place

from  time  to  time,  the  first immadiately  after  the  death  of  the
      (34)
Buddha.

  As  Buddhisnn. began  to split  up  into varlous  sectlons  as  a result

of  doctrinal and  other  differences, the  separate  viha"ras  becarne

the  seat  of  different sects,  and  as  missionary  expeditions  set  eut,

so  the  dialect which  forrned the  basis of  the  teachings  of  the

i)iha-ra  which  had  sent  out  the  missiQ.naries  became  the dlalect

or  language of  the off-shoot  which  was  founded  in this way.  The

homogeneity or  eonsistency  of  the  language  of  the  
``scriptures"

of  each  sect  or  vifzclra  depended  very  much  upon  the  ability  of

the  monks  to translate (or "transform",

 slnce  the  difference  be-

tween  each  dialect, at  least in the early  period  of  Buddhism,  was

probably  not  great  enough  to merit  the  use  of  the word  
"trans-

late"). It is likely that  at  first each  monk  made  the  necessary

changes  as  he  moved  from  region  to region,  but it is probable

that after  a  while  the  language of  the scriptures  was  rendered

more  standardised.

                                                    NII-Electronic  
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  The  tendency  towards  standardisation  probably  began  very  early

in the history of  Buddhism,  because we  read  that  after  the  First

Council the various  parts of  the  Buddhist  canon  were  handed  over

to  diifferent theras and  their pupils for safe  keeping and  transmis-

sien.  This was  the beginning of  the systern  of  bhdgeakas ("re-
     (35)
citers"),  and  although  it is questionable  whether  such  a  system

could  have  started  as  early  as  tradition says,  it must  have  started

fairly soon  in the  first century  after  the  Buddha's  death, while

members  of  the  audiences  who  had heard the Buddha  and  his

chief  disciples could  still remember  what  they  had  heard. Such

acts  of  memory  were  not  necessarily  restricted  to bhikkhus. The

Buddha  himself mentions  the possibility of  bhifekhus havlng  to

go  and  listen to a  layman  reciting  a  sutta  to ensure  that  it would

                      (36)
not  be lost at  his death.

  The  system  of  bha-n. akas  meant  that  not  only  was  the language

of  each  text standardised  to some  extent  by  the  recitation  pro-

cess,  but also  the  contents.  Recitation  rnust  have  Ied to the  in-

troduction of  stock  phrases and  lists, as  the  original  inconsistency

which  rnust  have  existed  in the  earliest  suttas,  as  they were  first

remembered  and  recited,  was  edited  out  and  a standard  form and

･order  of  epithets,  etc.,  was  introduced into the texts. Although

,all the  transmission  of  the  Buddhist  texts  was  done  oraily  in the

eariy  period, the  use  of  writing  for administrative  and  literary

/purposes  must  have been increasing, and  there is evidence  for
                                 (37)
'its

 growing  use  for religious  purposes.  The  fact that  a  fully fledged

writing  system  was  available  for Agoka  to use  indicates that  writ-

ing must  have  existed  in India for some  considerable  period be-

±ore  Agoka, and  it is probable  that  his decision to have  his edicts
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publicly  inscribed served  to encourage  its wlder  use.

   At  some  tlme  after  the  introduction of  Theravadin  Buddhism

'into
 Ceylon, war  and  famine  and  the destruction of  viha-ras  led

'to
 a  breakdown  in the  bha'n. aha  system,  and  to a  situation  where

'some
 texts  were  known  to a  very  few  bhikkhees. Buddhaghosa

               (38)･
records  the  fact that  there  came  a time  when  onlv  one  bh･ikkhzc･                                                   v

'knew
 the Niddesa, and  from  fear of  its disappearing completely

t･he thera Maharakkhita  was  persuaded  to  learn it from  this one

bhifekhte, and  other  theras learnt  it from  Maharakkhita.  This  made

the  theTas in Ceylon realise  the  fact that  the  whole  canon  could

･disappear
 if the  oral  tradition died out.  The  result  of  this was

'that
 after  a  saabg-ztz heid ln the Aloka-vihara during the  reign

･of
 Vattagamirpi  in the first century  B.C., the  entire  canon  which

'had
 been  collected  together  by  that  time  was  set  down  in writing.

  The  Theravadin  canon,  when  written  down  in this way,  was

･called
 PaMli, in dlstlnction to the  commentayies,  which  were  called

･a.t.thakatha-s. An  examination  of  the  language  of  the  canon,  which

'the
 commentators  referred  to as  PaHli-bha'Mstz 

"the

 language  of the

canon",  shows  that, although  for the  most  par"c the  language

'ls
 homogeneous,  with  a  preponderance  of  forms  which  we  would

･des
¢ ribe  as  

"Western",

 e.g.  the  nominative  singular  of  short  -a

stems  in -o, it is not  a  single  consistent  language, but shows

a  number  of  dialect features which  we  can  identify as  belonging

'to
 various  dialects which  were  spoken  at  various  t;,mes in North

India. It is cleaT,  therefore, that  the  language  of  the  canon,  which

                                         (39)
we  ca]1  Pali,･' through  a  misunderstanding  of  the  term  Pa-li.bha-sa-,

.is a  mixture  of  dialects.

  It is possible that  
'this

 mixture  reflects  the  variety  bf dialects

                                                     NII-Electronic  
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which  were  used  by  the  Buddha  and  his followers as  they moved

around  North  India, using  the  various  local dialects as  seemed

appropriate  in their preaching tours. So the relativery  small  num-

ber of  Magadhi  features which  we  can  identify would  be the rem-

nants  of  the  sermons  which  they  preached in that area.  In fact

however, the  Magadhi  features consist  mainly  of  individual words

which  show  -l- instead of  -r, e.g.  the  prefixPali-instead  of  Pari-,

or  a  number  of  nominative  singular  forms  in -e instead  of  -o.

It appears  that  a  number  of  the  phrases  where  these forms  are

found are  quotations  of  the  views  of  ether  teachers. It is pro-

bable, therefore, that  these  are  genuine  remnants  of  other  sects'

   (4e)
texts, but many  of  the  features seem  rather  to be  the  result

of  an  inadequate translation technique,  whereby  those  who  were

.responsible  for adapting  the collection  of  material  into one  stand-

ard  dialect omitted  by  oversight,  or  because the  features were

amblguous,  to make  a  correct  
"translatlon",

 The  Eastern nomi-

native  singular  and  the Western  locative of  short  -a  stems  were

                                                          (41)
both in -e, and  in a  context  where  e2ther  case  would  make  sense,

a  translator  might  be forgiven for failing to remember  that, in

the  version  from  which  he was  making  his translation, the  -e

ferm  was  a nominative,  as  a  result  of  which  he  mistook  it for

a  locative and  left it untranslated.

  We  can  also  see  that some  of  the  dialect anomalies  which  occur

happen  as  a  result  of  hyper-forms, whereby  editors  or  recensionists

mSsunderstood  forms  which  they  found in the  versions  from  which

they  were  making  their translations, and  made  a  translation change

which  was  in fact unnecessary.  Such  a  thing  could,  for example,

occur  if they  were  making  a  translation from  a  dialect in which

                                                  NII-Electronic  
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'the
 voicing  of  intervocallc vowels  occurred,  i.e. -le- and  -t- became

-g-  and  -d-  respectively.  If the  exemplar  contained  the  word  tfP-

PaMda, then  the  translator  did not  know,  in an  ambiguous  context,

whether  this was  a  formation from  the  root  Pat- or  the  root  Pad-.

Tf he  worked  on  a  mechanlcal  principle, then  he would  assume

that, since  the  dialect changed  -t- lnto -d-, -d-  in the  exemplar

sheuld  be changed  to -t- in his own  dlalect. He  therefore  wrote

sePPa-la  in his translation, instead of  the  form  ztPPa'da  which  the

Sanskrit forrn of  the  word  confirms  is the  correct  form,

  Simllar translation problems  could  arise  when  translating from

a  dialect where  intervocallc consonants  were  elided.  i.e. -k-, -.o'-,

-t- and  -d-  became  -uv-, and  an  original  -y-  remained  unchanged.

Once  again,  in an  ambiguous  context,  a  translator  woulcl  not  know

how  he should  interpret a  word  containing  -N-.  If, for example,

his exemplar  contained  the  word  anindi-.ya,  he had  the choice  of

regarding  this as  a  future passive  participle <Sanskrit anind.va,

or  a  past participle <Sanskrit anindita,  and  so  he  had  to decide
                                                     (42)
whether  to write  anindi} ±a  or  anindita  in his translation.

  The  preference  for the  use  of  the  various  Prakrits, which  had

been  stimulated  by the use  of those  dialects by  the  founders  of

Buddhism  and  Jainism and  their followers, and  which  had  reach-

ed  its culmination  in their use  for administrative  purposes  by

ASoka, began  to wane  after  Agoka's death, and  the  resurgence  of

Brahmanism  led to a  re-assertion  of  Sanskrit as  the  language  of

literature, adminlstration  and  religion.  The  Prakrits continued  to

be used  for several  centuries,  but their irnportance gradually  di-

minished,  as  they  were  replaced  for cultural  purposes  by  Sanskrit,

and  as  a  medium  of  current  usage  by  the  vernacular  languages

                                                    NII-Electronic  
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 of  the common  people. The  Prakrits remained  in use  only  as  the

 Ianguages of  the  early  texts of  the  non-brahmanical  religions,  and

 even  there they  were  subjected  to a  great deal of influence from.

 Sanskrit.

   The  early  works  of  Buddhism  had  been  written  in various  Prak-

 rits, but the growing  prestige of  Sanskrit led to an  attempt  to･

 re-write  these  texts in Sanskrit. The  success  of  such  a  transla-･

 tion process varied  from  sect  to sect, and  we  find a  variety  of'

 Sanskritised Prakrits which  are  generally referred  to as  Buddhist.

 Hybrid  Sanskrit, although  it must  be rnade  clear  that  there is

 no  one  form  of  that  Ianguage. The  writing  down  of  the  Pali

 canon  in the  first century  B.C. probably put an  end  to the  who--

 lesale restoration  of  Sanskrit forms  into the  language  of  the  The-･

 ravadin  canon,  but it is likely that the  Sanskritic features which.

 had been  introduced by that  time  included: the restoration  of  -r-･

 into certaln  consonant  groups, especially  in the locative prono-

 minal  ending  -tra  and  the  group  br-, probably  starting  with  the-

 word  bra-lzmalza; and  the  restoratlon  of  -tv- in the absolutive  end..

      (43)
 ing -tva'.

   It is probable  that these  Sanskritisms  were  introduced into the･

 canonical  language in a haphazard  way  at  first, in accordance-

 with  the  ability  of  individual bhifekhzts, who  made  the appropriate-

 changes  as  they  were  preaching, or  as  they  were  reciting  or  copy--

 ing texts. It is probably, however,  that  in the  same  way  in which

 the  form  and  content  of  the  canon  began  to be  standardised,

 so  too the  extent  of  Sanskritisation also  began  to be fixed.

   It is clear  from  the  way  in whlch  the  word  bra-hmopa always,

 appears  in that form, instead of  the form bamhagea or  bambhagea'

                                                    NII-Electronic  
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which,  as  we  know  from  inscriptions and  other  sources,  would

have  been  more  appropriate  to  a  dlaiect of  Middle Indo-Aryan

in the first century  B.C., that  the  Pali canon  has been  subjected

to a  great  deal of  editorial  work,  whereby  the  language has been

made  consistent.  Nevertheless, there  are  indications that  those  re-p

sponsible  for such  editorial  work  were  not  infallible. There  is a

small  number  of  examples  where  the  context  does not  make  it

clear  that  the  ending  -tta-,  which  the  editors  must  have  found

in the  texts they  were  
"translating'',

 was  an  absolutive.  In one

                                                             (44)
or  two  cases  the  ending  had  become  --ta-,  for metrical  reasons.

In these  circumstances  the  editors  either  left ･-ta-  or  -tta- unchang"

ed,  or  translated it as  a  past tense  form  in -ittha  or  -ittho rather

                            (45)
than  as  an  abselutive  in -tva-.

  In addition  to  this, we  sometimes  find that the  editors  back-

formed  into Sanskrit incorrectly, probably  because they misunder-

stood  the  context.  We  find, for example,  that  they  produced  a

werd  atraju  meaning  
"son".

 Such  a  word  is not  known  from

Sanskrit, but it appears  very  likely that  this is a  wrong  San-

skritisation  of  a  Middle  Indo-Aryan  word  attaju,  which  is reaily

derived from  aHtmaju.  Similarly we  find a vtrord  vyaPPatha,  mean-

            (46)
lflg 

``speech".

 This  would  appear  to be derived from  Sanskrit

vaNh-patha,  but was  not  recognised  as  such  by  the  recensionist.

He  accordingly  took  the  form  vaP-Patha  which  he had  received,

and  
"restored"

 vy-  at  the beginning of  the word,  because  he

knew  that  many  words  which  begin with  v- are  in fact derived

from  Sanskrit words  in vy-.

  I±.  seems  that  both  the  language  and  the  contents  of  the Pali

texts were  altered  very  little after  the time. when  they  were  writ--
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ten  down.  If changes  had  been introduced, we  should  have  expect-

ed  a  growth  in the  number  of  words  and  phrases which  showed

the  characteristics  of  either  the  Sinhalese  Prakrit or  the  Dravi-

dian language, but there are  very  few  traces of  either  of  these

in the  canon.  Some  of  the  examples  which  have  been  claimed

                                              (47)
as  showing  the  influence of  the  Sinhalese  Prakrit can  probably
                       (48)
be  explained  ln other  ways.  Some  of  the  nominative  singular  forms

in "e,  which  are  usually  regarded  as  
"Magadhisms",

 have  been

explained  as  traces  of  the  Sinhalese Prakrit, which  also  had  a

nominative  singular  in -e. Some  of  the  anomalous  forms  where

-d(le)-  appears  in place of  an  expected  -1'(h)-, e.g.  addha-bhavati,

have also  been  elaimed  as  being influenced by the  Sinhalese Prakrit,

where  the change  of  -1'->-d-  occurs.  The  same  claim  has been

made  for the P21i form  of  king Prasenajit's name,  i.e. fuseiiadi,

and  the  word  ttdu-7nana,  where  ztdu-  has been  thought  to  stand

        (49)
for uju-.

  The  evidence  seems  to show  that  the  change  of  ij-> -d-  in the
                                                          (50)
Sinhalese Prakrit  did  not  take  place  until the  fourth century  A.D.,

and  we  should  therefore have  to assume  that  these  Sinhalese forms

were  introduced into the  canon  after  that  date during the course

of  the  transmission  by  scribes  who  inadvertently introduced fea-

tures  of  their own  vernacular  language  in place  of  the  canonical

Pali forms  which  they  were  copying  out.

  On  the  other  hand,  the  evidence  for the  existence  of  Sinhalese

and  Dravidian forms  in works  which  were  composed  in later times

in Ceylon or  South  India is stronger,  and  the  probability  of  this

happening  is much  greater. Besides  the  Dravidian words  which

Pali inherited from  Sanskrit or  some  other  dialect of  OId Indo-
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    (51)
Aryan, there  are  several  words  which  appear  for the  flrst t.ime
                                                   (52)
in the  post-canonical Pali texts, e.g.  a.t.ta  

``lawsuit".
 There  are

also  certain  grammatical  and  syntactical  features which  seem  not

to have  been  inherited from Old Inde-Aryan, and  a  Dravidian  ori-

gln has been  postulated  for these  with  a  fair degree of  prob-
    (53)
ability,  e.g.  the  use  of  participial constructions  in substitution  for

relative  clauses  which  vtrould  normally  be introduced by a  relative

pronoun  or  pronominal  adverb,  and  also  the  employment  of  a  new

type  of  compound  verb  based  on  the use  of  parti.cular actlon  au-

xiliaries, e,g.  the  use  of  the  verb  deti with  the  absolutive  of  an-

other  verb.'

  In medieval  times, there  was  considerable  influence exerted  upon

Pali by  both Sinhalese and  Sanskrit. A  number  of  Pali works

dating  from  that  period  were  translations from  Sinhalese, and  in-
                                               (54)
cluded  borrowiRgs  from  the  Sinhalese language.  The  borrowings

from Sanskrit .were  not  restricted  to vocabulary,  although  such

borrowings  were  numerous,  since  the lexicographical  work  Abhid-

hanappadipika  was  based largely upon  the  Sanskrit  Amarakoga,

but there was  also  much  imitation of  various  genres  of  literature.

The  works  of  the  Sanskrit  grammarians  had  a  particu}arly strong

influence upon  writers  of  Pali. Following the  example  of  the  San-

skrit  gramrnarians,  the Pali grammarians  began  to classify  and

categorise  the  features of  Pali, and  it seems  clear  that  some  of

the  Pali commentators  also  had  a  knowledge  of  Sanskrit, which

might  well  have  had  an  affect  upon  the phonology  and  morpholo-

gy  of  the  texts  they  transmitted.

  It was  doubtless their knowledge  of sandhi  i'n Sanskrlt  which

led to their writing  a  long -di- before  a  doubled consonant  as
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the  result  of  the  crasis  of  two  vowels  in a  compound,  and  also

in such  words  as  yva"ssa (=yo+assa) and  tya-ssa (=te+assa)

as  products  of  a  non-histori ¢ al sandhi  process, as  well  as  gava-ssa

ca  (=gava' assa- ca).  These  examples  seem  to be based  upon  a

knowledge  of  Sanskrit, since  they  go  against  the  general  rules

of  Middle Indo-Aryan. A  knowledge  of  Sanskrit seems  also  to

underlie  the writing  of  agy-antardya  (=agg' -antara-ya<aggi+an-

tardya), on  the basis of  Sanskrit agny-antara-ya,  and  Khatya- (==
Khatta-<Sanskrit fesal･ra), possibly  in the belief that it was  a  con-

traction of  khattiya-. We  might  postulate that  it was  a  knowledge

of  Sanskrit, and  a  predilection for Sanskrtic  formations, which

led to the complete  disappearance from  the  canon  of  the  word

ba-rasa 
"twelve".

 It rnust  have  been  in the canon  at  one  time,

since  it is quoted  by  the  grammarians,  but it has  now  been. re-
                                              (55)
placed  everywhere  by  the Sanskritic form  dva-dasa.

  We  find, in a  strange  repetition  of  what  had  happened  in the

case  of  Sanskrit over  a  millennium  and  a  half before, that the

Pali grainmarians,  in describing the  language  of  the  Pali canon,

had in fact written  a  nermative  study  of the language, which

served  to guide scribes  in succeeding  centuries  in the way  in which

the language should  be written.  There  was  consequently  a  tend--

ency  for the scribes  to 
"correct"

 what  they  were  copying,  in

the  light of  the  grammarians'  statements.

  The  effect  of  the Pali grammatical  works  differed somewhat

from  that of  Pa4ini's grammar.  His work  had  halted the  develop-

ment  of  the  Sanskrit language, which  remained  unchanged,  frozen

and  fossilised, for the  next  two  and  a  half millennia.  The  Pali

grammarians  did not  halt the  development  of  the Pali language.

                                                  NII-Electronic  
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That  had  already  been  done  more  than  a  millennium  before, wherv

the  canon  had  been  committed  to writing.  What  they  did was

to define certain  forms  or  spelllngs  as  correct,  to the  exclusion.

of  others.  The  scribes,  therefore, fellowing their prescrj.ptions, re--

placed  some  of  the  forms  they  found in the manuscripts  they

were  copying  by  others  favoured by  the  grammarians,  even  though

the  lat"Ler might  be artificlal  creatlons,  and  inferior to those that
             (56)
were  discarded.
                                           (57･)
  Helmer  Smith was  correct  when  he  stated  that  the  Pali of  the

canon  as  we  have  it now  is a  reflection  of  the  Pali of  the  twelfth

century,  when  the influence of  the Pali grammarians  was  at  its

highest.
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